4-H Community Service Project: Illegal Roadside Dumps

Why Roadside Dump Cleanup is Important:
- Protects water supply from possible toxic materials when trash deteriorates.
- Protects wildlife from toxic materials.
- Eliminates potential habitat for pests.
- Small dumps lead to bigger dumps.

Project conducted
Tuesday, July 26, 2011
4-H Members Pictured:
Nathaniel Byrd, Creative Critters 4-H
Adam Byrd, Creative Critters 4-H
Jonah Schmidt, Cordell Jr. 4-H
Triston Walter, BF/DC Jr. 4-H
Ashlyn Pfeiffer, OSU Intern
Shaydie Villegas, BF/DC Sr. 4-H
Christian Sims, Canute Jr. 4-H
Arin Glennie, Cordell 4-H

4-H Members Not Pictured:
Mazie Earl, Sentinel Sr. 4-H
Jessi Barnett, Sentinel Sr. 4-H
Erin Mitchell, Creative Critters 4-H
Ian Mitchell, Creative Critters 4-H
Brenna Mitchell, Creative Critters 4-H
Canyon Mitchell, Creative Critters 4-H
Heather Mitchell, Creative Critters 4-H
Morgan Mitchell, Creative Critters 4-H
Look What We Found: Dump #1

Roadside Dumps North of Dill City, OK

1. Refrigerator
2. Bath Tub
3. Toilet
4. Sheet Metal
5. Sheet Rock
6. Shingles
7. Paper Cups
8. Beer Cans
9. Tires
10. Car Seat
11. Mattress

Mapping Team recorded GPS coordinates, written description and took digital photos.
Team Members: Adam, Nathaniel, Jonah and Christian.
Look What We Found: Dump #2

Roadside Dumps North of Dill City, OK

1. Washing Machine
2. Couch
3. Motor
4. Beer Cans
5. Feed Tank
6. Pool
7. Pop Bottles
8. Gun Shells

Mapping Team recorded GPS coordinates, written description and took digital photos.
Team Members: Triston, Shaydie and Arin.
Look What We Found: Dump #3

1. 5-Gallon Bucket
2. Beer Cans
3. Pool Liner
4. Hay
5. Exercise Bike

Mapping Team recorded GPS coordinates, written description and took digital photos.

Team Members: Adam, Nathaniel, Jonah and Christian.
Look What We Found: Dump #4

1. Tin
2. Bucket
3. Beer Bottles
4. Carpet

Mapping Team recorded GPS coordinates, written description and took digital photos.

Team Members:
Triston, Shaydie and Arin.

Community Service Project of the Washita County 4-H Technology Team: Summer 2011.
Look What We Found: Dump #5

Roadside Dumps Near Sentinel, OK

1. Stove
2. Couch
3. Beer Cans
4. Pop Bottles
5. Shoe
6. Tires
7. Air Conditioner
8. Bucket
9. Refrigerator
10. Horse Tank

Mapping Team recorded GPS coordinates, written description and took digital photos.
Team Members: Adam, Nathaniel, Jonah and Christian.